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Manufacturer's Information

Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 16-5550

The Mobile Digital examination test consisted of data extracted from a smartphone. The sample data was provided in 
.dd and .bin formats. Participants were asked to examine the provided data utilizing their own tools and methods.

SAMPLE PREPARATION:

The phone data was generated following a scripted scenario based upon a toilet-papering (pseudo bomb threat). The 
script was planned and executed in early February 2016. A LG Leon MS345 smartphone was used to perform the 
scripted activities to generate the intended digital artifacts.

The phone data was obtained through a physical extraction of the LG Leon MS345 smartphone utilizing Cellebrite’s 
UFED Physical Analyzer. Following sample validation the phone data was stored into .dd and .bin archives and 
compressed. MD5 and SHA-1 algorithms were run on the compressed files to generate unique hash values to allow 
participants to validate the successful download of the compressed files. The data archives were uploaded to the CTS 
portal for participants to download.

SAMPLE VALIDATION/VERIFICATION:

The validation stage consisted of the examination of the phone data utilizing various tools and methods to ensure 
expected results could be achieved. Laboratories that conducted predistribution analysis of the sample data reported 
consistent results.

PLEASE NOTE: Questions marked with asterisks (**) did not show a clear consensus during preliminary review of the 
participant responses. Further information and discussion will be available with the final report.

NOTE: In the scenario below the act of toilet-papering the school has been substituted for the act of bombing the 
school. Therefore, whenever a reference to toilet papering the school is made, the examiner is to evaluate it as a serious 
offense such as a bomb threat against the school.

Scenario: On February 4, 2016, Keys High School received toilet-papering threats against Keys High School. Local 
police were canvassing the school premises when they discovered an abandoned LG Leon MS345 smartphone in the 
women’s locker room. Police took the phone into evidence and created a physical image. You have been tasked with 
analyzing the image of the phone and identifying any owner information and/or information that links the phone with 
any of the threats made against the school.

SCENARIO PROVIDED TO PARTICIPANTS:

The information presented here details how test samples were prepared as well as any design specifications. This information does n necessarily(s). Final interpretation of the 

results should be deferred until the summary report is available. 
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 16-5550

Manufacturer's Expected ResponseQuestion

Provide the MD5 hash value for the provided image file.1

e40d2ea0dfc645c9306c5edde32a47c6

Provide the SHA1 (base 16) hash value for the provided image file.2

b8eb790235659224f6119188851de6c1827d1c6b

What is the device name as reported in the android provider’s settings?3**

LGE LGMS345

According to the calendar, what time zone is this device configured to? (ANSWER MUST BE PRESENTED AS 
"Country/City")

4

America/New_York

As per the LGE weather settings, which city/state is set as the location? (ANSWER MUST BE PRESENTED AS 
“City, State”)

5

Dulles Town Center, VA

To what wireless network(s) has this device been connected?6

Google Starbucks

Do the connected wireless network(s) require a psk (password), if so what are they?7

No

What is the name of the Bluetooth device that this device was connected to?8

KIA Motors

What date was the Bluetooth connection made? (ANSWER MUST BE PRESENTED AS DD-Month-YYYY; 
HH:MM:SS –UTC)

9

04-February-2016; 14:18:57 UTC

How many calendar events are associated with this device?10

Four (4)

What are the memos(names) of the Alarms set on this device?11

Wake-up
Revenge

List the first third-party application to be downloaded onto the device. (ANSWERS MUST HAVE BOTH THE 
“package_name” and “title")

12

Package_name: "Com.tumblr"
Title: "Tumblr"
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 16-5550

Manufacturer's Expected ResponseQuestion

What term(s) were searched for in the Google Play Store?13

tumblr

What is the blog name for the Tumblr account associated with this device?14

torturedteenagesoul88

What is the title and content of the body for the first Tumblr post created by a user with this device?15

Title: "Thoughts"
Contents of Body: Why are girls so mean? I can't stand going to school and now I have been 
suspended because of those girls. There are times I just want to punch them all in the face, but I 
know that I can't. I just wish someone understood me…"

What is the identifier name of the external user that communicates with the active Tumblr account on this 
device?

16

lazystranger63

What is lazystranger63’s google hangout account username? (Provide full username as it is presented in the 
comment)

17

blackserpent34@gmail.com

In Google maps a user requested driving directions to a park. Provide the full name of the park.18

Algonkian Regional Park

What terms did the suspect search for via Google search engine? (items only need to be listed once)19**

TP-ing
Best Toilet Paper
Charmin Ultra Soft

What are the names of the downloaded items via Google Chrome?20

download.jpg 
download(1).jpg

Via Instagram a picture of a suspension slip was posted. What is the student ID # on the slip?21

190199

What is the name of the attachment that is sent via google hangouts?22

DIY_Toilet%2BPaper.PNG

Which third-party application was the last to be downloaded on Friday, January 22, 2016? (ANSWERS MUST 
HAVE BOTH THE “package_name” and “title”)

23

Package_name: "com.facebook.orca"
Title: "Messenger"
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 16-5550

Manufacturer's Expected ResponseQuestion

What is the body of the first message received via Skype from user Diane Chambers?24

Heard you failed the test! Serves you right dumb girl.

Please list the display name associated for the following contact number- 703940294225

Lisa Frank

What phone number is associated with the following user names: LazyStranger63, blackserpent34, and 
LazyStranger45?

26

571-645-9269

When does the first call with Lisa Frank start via Skype? (ANSWER MUST BE PRESENTED AS: DD-Month-YYYY; 
HH:MM:SS- UTC)

27**

01 February 2016 13:49:15 UTC

What is the phone number for Keys High School?28

571-434-1925

How many times was Keys High School called?29

Four (4)

Did Mr. Black call this device on the day it was found by police, February 4, 2016?30

Yes

How many voicemails were left on this device by contact Lisa Frank?31**

Two (2)

What does Blackserpent34 suggest that TourturedTeenageSoul88 do to their school?32

T-P the school

What is the name of the attachment Diane Chambers sends in a group e-mail?33

Falling_Stella.jpg

What is the google e-mail address associated with this device? (ANSWER MUST BE PROVIDED AS FULL 
ADDRESS)

34

st3llar8@gmail.com

What is the Yahoo e-mail address associated with this device?35

notyouraveragejoe78@yahoo.com
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 16-5550

Manufacturer's Expected ResponseQuestion

How many e-mails were sent using the Yahoo account?36**

Three (3)

From your analysis what is the name associated with the primary accounts on this device?37

Stella Frost

From your analysis was this device used to plan for the toilet papering of Keys High School?38

Yes

From your analysis was this device used to make the threat to Keys High School?39

Yes

Was a list of targets found? If so, what names were on the list? (Provide real names)40**

Yes
Lisa
Hilary
Diane
Principal Skinner
Ms. Krabappel

At the conclusion of your analysis of the device are there any persons of interest? (Provide real names)41**

Yes
Stella Frost
Lex Luther
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